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K+- F*oton Ela'stic Scattering at 910 MeV/c; 
Polarization of the Recoil Protons 

Warner Hirsch and George Gidal 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, Cali~ornia 

August 5, 1963 · 

ABSTRACT 

The Berkeley 30-in. propane bubble chamber was-used to study the 

elastic K+ -proton interaction at 910 MeV/c. This is the region oftransition 

from the isotropy in angular distribution found below 8 iO MeV/ c to the 

rapidly increasing anisotropy above 1 BeV/c. Results based on 1154 events 

. show that the series ( 1 + a cos OK_ c,m) can fit the angular distribution y.;ith 

a = 0.18 ± 0:05. Polarization was measured on the secondary proton by using 

p1·oton-proton and p1·oton-carbon recoils in the liquid of the chamber. 

A likelihood function using 53 proton-proton and 4 i proton-carbon 

interactions gave these values fo1· the polarization: 

- · em 
PC 40 ~OK < · 70 deg} =·- 0.80 ± 0.80 

- · em 
P( 70 -~ BK < 100 deg) = .. 0. 74 ± 0.45. 

- em · 
P( 100 ~OK . < 140 deg) = + 0.55 ± 0.93 

:!>(140 ~ BK em< 160· de g) =·: + 0. 70 ± 0.93 

Th~ results of a phas~-shift analysis incorporating these polarization 

·~ . 
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K+- Proton Elastic Scattering at 910 MeV/c; 
Polar_ization of the Recoil Protons* 

Warne1• Hirsch t and George Gidal 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

A~gust 5, 1963 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The work of Goldhaber et ·al. 1 indicates that the very-low-energy 1:r..+- p 

interaction is characterized by an isotropic angular dist:dbution, by 

constructl.ve interference between nuclear and Coulomb interactions (therefore 

by a repulsive nuclear force), and by a negative S-wave phase shift the 

n'1agnitude of which increases linearly with momentum·at least as· fa:r as the 

640-MeV/c region. ·~description of the scattering in terms of a P 1; 2 

interaction; or a mixture of P i/Z and P 3/ 2 states, which can also rep~·oduce 

isotropy, is ruled out by Goldhaber et al. on the basis of the low-energy 

behavior and the constant character of the angular distribution over this whole 

momentum region, These rc:sults are not in disagreernent with the earlier 

work o£Kycia, Kerth, and Baender. 2 At 810 MeV/c, isotropy is still a 

possible description of the observ~d angular distribution. 3 

The restilts of Cook et a1.4 •5 at 970, 1170, and 1970 MeV/c ·show that 

some anisotropy appears at around 1 BeV/c and increases rapidly in 

importance. Their 1970-MeV /c data is interpreted with an optical-model 

approach because most of the angular distribution here appears to be 

predominantly diffraction scattering. 

Ou1· uresent experiment is to measu:~:e the angular distribution in the 
• 4 

region of transition, at 910 MeV /c, in order to try to determine, with the aid 

·· of polarization measu.rements on the recoil proton, the nature of the 
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angular-momentum states involv~d in the interaction~. If good polarization 

data al~e· available,' it is; in principle, . possible to distinguish among the 

. mixtures of angular ·momentum states which can.fit the angular distributi~n .. 
. '. . . 

Since proton-c~rbon scatters have high'analyzing power, it is advantageous 

:~o conduct the experiment in propane (C
3

H
8

). 
·. ; . ; 6 . . . . . 

The. Berkeley 30-in propane bubble chamber was exposed to a 910-
. . ·. . . . . + . 7 . 
. MeV/c sep.:u·ated K beam at the Bevatron. 42,500 pictures were ta.kf:!J:l. A 

·scan of 19,750 piCtures .!or two-prong scatters yielded 4982 candidate events. 

These we-re measured on digitized microscopes and constrained in energy 

•. Cl.nd. momentum,· using the. FOG, CLOUDY, FAIR computer prograrns,
8 

to be 

elastic K+ -proton interactions. 
. 

Of L'1e 4982 events, 1905 had. readily identifiable scattered prongs, as 
. . . 

indicated by (a) the proton coming to rest in the liquid of the bubble chamber, 

C>r (b) the K+ decaying afterscattering,. or {~)the K+ moving in a 

backward directio~ y.'ith respect to the incon'ling beam particle. For other 

·events; a scan-tabl.e cori;l.parison ofp1·edicted and observed ionization density 

and s:ray formation gave the c~rrect identity of the. s~attered prongs .. 
- - . ·' " . - ' 

.~ ,' 

·,These identifications \v.eie made ~f'ter momentum and dip angles of L"le 
- • •• • • • ~ • • ' • ' • ' < ' • • ' 

. . 

relevaht tracks had been i.neas'u.red •. · 
·· ... 

1154 events were~ included in the angUl(lr distribution after constraint to .. · 

.elastic K+ -proton scattering .• , . 
.. - .. 

. F~r ~ea.surement of t.~e. poiarization o( the recoil prot~n. all 4 2, 000 

• pictures were scanried for good K+ -p elastic scatters that were followed by 

····interactions of the recoil protons either 'on hydrogen of o~ carbon. Fig. 1 is 

··an example of anel~stic '~+p scattering followed by an elastic p-carbon 

· . ·. scattering. Good p-hydvogen e\rents had to be.·coplan~r and have the proper · 
. - . .. . ' . - . 

· opening angle between:th~ scattered 'protons. · Good p~carbon events had to· 

'>. 
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lie in the acceptable region of a modified Birge•Fowler9 plot and to show no 

evidence for an energy loss greater than 50 MeV. Out of 1757 candidate 

events, 94 met all these·criteria (41 p-carbon and 53 p-hydrogen events) . 

The polarization information was used, with the measured angular 

distribution, to obtain the best seta of phase shifts to describe K+ •proton 

elastic scattering. 

II. SCANNING 

Scanning instructions specify 

(a) that an event have two and only two outgoing prongs; 

(b) that the incident K+ enter the bubble chamber within 10° of the 

average beam direction, and that it have no other interaction prior to the 

two -prong scatter; 

(c) that both scattered prongs not lie to one side of the incident track 
-

in both views; that both scattered prongs not go backward with respect to the 

incident track; 

{d) that the scattered prongs be not obviously noncoplana1•. 

{e) that a track corning to rest in the liquid of the chambe1·, without 

decaying, be labelled "proton"; 

(£) that a track whose ionization becomes less dense abruptly, 
.J_ 

accompanied by a scatter at this point, be labelled 11K' decay" unless the 

kinematics violate this hypothesis; 

{g) that a track scattered backward with respect to the incident track be 
' 

labelled 11K+,11 an:d, finally, 

(h) that all o rays on any prong be noted. 

Instruction (a} is intended to eliminate a portion of the inelastic 

interactions on hydrogen or carbon. Item (b) requires that the beam 
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·.'momentum be up to the averagei since tracks scattered on the beam-transport 
. . 

·. equipment or in the ?ropane itself will have a reduced mom.entum. Ite1ns (c) 

·and {d) are rough ela~ticity a:nd coplanarity tests. Items (e), (f), and (g) take .. 
. . . 

advantage of t:he known character_istics of K+'s and protons to help identify 
. . . 

the scattered prongs. Item (h) is used for subsequent identification of prongs .. . . 

Using the.measured momentum value one can differentiate frequently between 

K+ and proton on the basis of 6-ray formation. This is also a method of 

··. remm.ring ;r+ contamination, since the K+ cannot make~o rays of greater 

energy than 5 MeV. ·.Scattered tracks le~s than 3 mm in length were rejected. 

For the second portion of this experiment, which involved the 

measul·ement of the recoil·proton polarizati6n, an instruction was given to·. 

note all interactions on scattered p;rongs. Another 2.2, 750 pictures were 

scanned 6nly for such second scatters. The _whole film yielded 175 7 of these 

events .. · 

The final angular distribution. contains events only from the fully 

scanned 19,750 picture sample, whereas the polarization measurements use 

: all the available film. · The fully scanned rolls of film are interspe1·sed 
< •• • ' • • • 

. within the total footage to ensure proper sampling.· 
. ~ ' . . . . - . 

Of the 4982 candidate events for the angular distribution, 1905 fell 
. . .·. - ·.. . ' . ... 

under scanni~g inst~uctions (e) •. (£) •. and (g) and thus had their scattered prongs 
\ ' 

identified." . The remaining 3077 events had to· be constrained to two elasticity 
' - ... ~ 

hyp~theses co~respondin.g to the possible identity permutation of the scattered 

., 

l- . 
• ! 

' ( 

·. ···-, . ..... "< .-· ;· 

, 
.. .,. . . .. 
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III. SELECTION CRITERIA 

A. Elasticity Criteria 

Elastic scattel"ing experiments on hydrogen in a. propane chamber are 

characterized by high backg1·ound since o:nly one third of the possible 

interactions take place on free protons. We have three momenta and one 

energy-conservation conditions on nine measured variables (one momentum 

and two angles define each track). By using the method of Lagrange 

2 undetermined multipliers. a best fit to the elasticity hypothesis and a X 

goodness -of-fit estimate are obtained. 

h 
2 10 . 

We c ose a X cutoff of ten. 

To test that this cutoff was appropriate, we plotted the distribution of 
") 

11quasi-elastic" events, defined as -those which had 10 < x'"' < 4:0 and \Vh.ich 

also fulfilled the conse1·vation equations after constraint. These are 

interactions with peripheral px·otcns in carbon. Comparison with the elastic 

distribution shows that, within statistics, both have the same angular 

distribution. 2 Thus, choos,ing our cutoff at x = 10 does not introduce a bias 

in the angular distribution. 

Having chosen our x2 cutoff, ·we L."len went back to the scan table and 

looked at those events with x2 < 10 where scattered prongs had not 

p1·eviously been identified. Using the measured momentum from curvature.:, 

and compensating for the dip angles of the tracks, we compared the predicted 
. . ~ 

and observed ionization densities to differentiate between the scattered K' 

and protqn. 

Whenever possible ·we used the o rays to aid us. The 5 -ray forznation 

is a function of velocity; therefore, a K+ of given momentum will form. 

more 5 rays than a proton of the same momentum. The maximum energy of 

a 5 ray also is ~elocity dependent. At mom.enta below 6JO McV/c, fer 
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example_ . a proton will not create. 0 rays of sufficient energy t6 be visible iu 

propane. 11 At 910 MeV/c protons can giv~ o rays of 0.97 MeV, wh~reas K+ 

cat1 pro~uce 6 rays- o£ up to 3.5 MeV. 

In son"le cases it was possible to use range curvature to pick out the-

· • .. K+. The -rr+ -proton background inte-ractions can also frequently be detected 

by using these. methods~ •. · 

. By using these three techniques {ionization, o rays, and range ... 

· curvature) we were able to identify 95o/o of.the scattered tracks. Events 

·· with unidentified tracks were omitted. These consisted of: {a) those better 

. suited, by observation, to be n-+ thanK+, and {b} those events where tracks 

were so poor in quality as to be unidentifiable. In t,.~e latter class were very 

'steep tracks where the ionization density was un.readel.ble, some kinked tracks 
. . ' -·· 12 . 

where the momentum or range were unmeasurable, and la'stly, events 

·falling in regions where temperature gradients caused distortions in the oil· 

between the cameras and the chamber. . . ~ 

Out of the 4982 candidate events sent io the computer, 1448 or 29 o/o 

: passed the constraint tests. 

B + c . . . . " ontam1nat1on 

\. 

The primary beam contamination of 
+ + . .. 

"IT and 1.1 was measur~d by use of 

· · · 6 rays. First a special. scan_w<i:s made 13 of film from another exp-erim.ent 

with known "IT .flux in the same energy region. A count was made of bear!i-

.i' 

track o rays with more than 5 MeV, and, separately, of beam-track interactions. '" 

These ·o rays must come from "IT or 1.1• while the -~·nteracti;:ms must corne 

from " alone. · ·By comp-aring the results of this count with results from our 

experiment, we concluded that the combine"d "IT and !..l background was 

8.9 ± 0.5 o/o, on the basis of 307 o rays greater than 5 MeV on 6735 meters of 
·- . - . ~ 

beam track. The 11 contamination alone is 5.9 ± 1.2% on the basis of 23 6 
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rays greater than 5 MeV found on tracks that subsequently interacted. 

To ascertain the maximum possible contamination of the data sample 

finally selected, w'e plotted theoretical curves of BK (the laboratory 

scattering angle of the K+) versus BP, and of $11" versus ep (Fig~ 2). Good 

elastic K+ ·p scattering events were placed (before constraint) on this 

scatter diagram. Their displacements from the eK VS e . curve and from the 
. p 

8 vs e. curve were each plotted in histograms shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. 
~ p . 

E~'perimental measurement errors in angles are less than "1.0°. 

The displaced peak indicates indeed that these events are better fitted 

K+ th + . to .. p an 1T - p scattenng. Yetothere is a region, for small 8K or G", 

where the theoretical curves approach each other to an angular separation 

that is of the order of magnitude of the errors. In this region, some overlap 

+ is found, and this gives the upper limit to the actual 1T contamination of our 

final data. ' 

Vle have divided the events into those which lie in the region of possible 

ove=lap and those which do not. The latter invariably He at least 1 o farther 

from the rr, p curve than the K, p curve. In other vvords, . rr + contamination 

is rejected in scanning and by the constraint program; therefore, where ao 

overlap should exist, we have found none. + Thus, the background of 1r - p 

events must exist solely vvithin the overlap region. 

If vJe say that any event lying in the overlap region and within 1 o of 

the e vs fJ curve could be a Tr +- p scattering event, and if we further say 
7r p 

that the maximum 1T contamination of any given set of scattering events is 

given by the 5.9 ± 1.2. o/o determined above, then we find a ma.ximum. TI

contamination of our finally selected data of 0.5 %. 14 
This is well within the 

errors due to statistics. 
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· C. Beam M01nentum 
. c.. 

c A plot of measured beam momentum fitted with a Gaussian curve gave 

the value 910± 70 NfeV/c·. A study ofT decays 15 gave a result (also 
. . . 

~veraged over .the length. of the chamber) of 910 ± 60 MeV /c. The momentum 

loss of the K+ over the length of the bubble chamber gives a minimum 

momentum spread of ±50 MeV/c. 

The K+- p angular distribution is known to vary only slowly with 
. . 

momentum in this regiori. • Nevertheless, some cutoff limits are necessary. 
l 

We chose 910± 100 MeV/c, which is about 1.5 standard deviations.· 

· D. Geometric Criteria 

+ . . 
The K - p interaction, .assuming a spherically symmetric potential, 

must be invariant under the rotation of coo1·dinate axes about the incorning 

beam direc-tion. To test· this, the azimuthal angle, <j>, was plotted. It shows 

. a generally isotropic distributio~ except for regions at 0;. 180, and .360 de g. 

These are the angles of particles heading almost straight up or down in the 

. chambe1·. _·. These tracks are hard to see and hard to measure; and v.;e are 

biased against_them .. To correct £or this, we impose the £onowing acceptable 
. . 

~~gions (-as determined from th.e experimental cf>·• distribution) on the 
., -~ 

azimuthal angle q,: 
.... 

. _16 deg ~ <1> ~A6s: d~g. 
. . . ~ 

and 

.190 ~eg :i; cj> ~ 340 deg. _ 

Th~re was~ in addition, a fiducial-region crit~rion so that all-~vents· 

would lie in easily. Vi~ible-regions of the bubble cha~ber. This ensured th.at 

.scanning efficiency wo~~ not vary toor~pidly ~~ith the position of the 
. ~ . ~ ;~ . 

interaction vertex .. 
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A last cdterion specified that the er1·or (after constraint) in e~~m; the 

center-of-mass scattering angle of the K+, be small enough to minimize the 

chance of events overlapping into adjoining angular distribution boxes. This 

required an error of les~ than 6 deg in e~·m: Qnly four events were 

affected. 

IV. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 

In Fig. 4 we show the angular distribution of the 11.54 events that met 

the selection critel"ia. A cosine power series was fitted to this distribution 

by a least squares analysis. We find that either 

o~ c m 
:::..:::... a; 1 + ("0.18 ± 0.05} cos OK .• • 
dQ 

with .2 
X = 7 .2, 

or 

with z X ::1.3,· 

will satisfy the angular distribution. The former is more satisfactory · 

because the addition of the cos2 e~·m· term does n.:>t change the coefficient of 

the cos e~·m· term appreciably. And, the coefficient of cos2 BI~.m. has an 

error almost as large as .itself. 

V. POLARIZATION 

From the unknown pola:rizatio~ PO produced in a direction n
1 

at the 

first vertex, the known analyzing power P 
1 

in direction n
2 

at the second 
. ' 

vertex, and cos q;, defined as the projection of iii on n2' we constructed the 

likelihood function 

k 
·- £-{P ) cc n < 1 + P P cos <.P . ) • 

0 i 0 1. 1 
. ' 1 

( 1 ) 
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The product is over. the k second scattering events used, and the ith tenn is 
~ . -

' proportional ta the probability that the ith event scattered through e1.' 
l 

vertex 1, · su1·vived undeflected to vertex 2, and scattered there through 

e2. • <l>z. • 
l . l 

<1>1. at. 
1 

A set of input values, :P
0

, then gives a curve with a maximum that 

defines a. most probable v~ue· P
0

, averaged over the data unde1· consideration, 

and a width that defines the uncertainty in this value. 
. . . . ~ 

For later combination with a phase .. sh.ift analysis, we have usedJ::. to 

find a value of P 
0 

in four intervals of e~· m; the center-of-mass scattering 

. + 
. angle of the K . 

To be useful for polarization measureme11ts, second scatters must 

fulfill two conditions: (a) they mus.t occur on proton recoils from an elastic 

first scatter, and (b) they must be interactions for which polarization 

1neasurements have been carried out in some previous experiment. 

Condition {a) is necessary for· a well-defined polarization state to exist. 

Condition (b) requires that ·the analyzing power at the second scatter be· 

known. .The analyzing power is equal to the state of polarization that would 

be induced by such a scatter on an unpolarized beam. of proton.s of the same 

· ).nomentum. This analyzing power has been measured over the entire range 

of energies accessible to the recoil proton for hydrogen scatters. 

·Proton-carbo~ 'scatters have been inv~stigated inthe region from perfect 
. . ' . . ·.· .. . 9 .. . . ·. . 

·. · elastiCity to an energy lo'ss of 50 Me_V for most of the. ~ccessible energies~ 

The momentum of the incident proton at.the second vertex was well. 
- . . . . . . . 

known because this proton had previously been Constrained at the first. 

·vertex. The momenta o£ the scattered tracks atthe secondvertex are often 

hard to measure because the tracks are short:·. The angles of such tracks,· 

however, can still be accurately measured. 

.<. 
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By convention, the angle of scattering referred to in p-p interactions 

is the smaller of the two scattering angles,· corresponding to the forward 

hemisphere in the center of mass . 

A. Proton-Hvdrogen Interactions 

Second scatters with two visible outgoing pron·gs were tested in two 

ways as being possible elastic p-p scatters .. 

First, all three tracks were required to be coplanar within certain 

limits. These cutoff limits were .chosen after inspection of the distribution 

in the value of the triple scalar product of the momentum vectors. This 

distribution centers at zero wit.~ a width of ± 0.05. The limits chosen were 

± 0.15. 

The second requirement was that the laboratory opening angle of the two 

outgoing protons be 85 ± 13 deg, as determined from L~e experimental 

distribution. 

Events which met these two tests and which also were good K+- p 

elastic scatters at the first vertex were given appropriate analyzing power 

from the graph in the Birge-Fowler paper. 9 

Six requirements have been mentioned for inclusion of an event in the 

angular distribution. Of these. only the elasticity and beam-momentum 

restrictions (at the first vertex) _were kept for polarization candidates. 

B. Proton-Carbon Interactions 

The first requirement on prospective p-C scatters was that they should 

be elastic to within 50 MeV. Only events where the proton momentum and 

scatterin.g angle fell below the 50 MeV inelasticity line on the Birge-Fo .... vler 

plot were considered. Vle also studied the photographs using all available 
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. information, such as momentum. dip angle, measurement. errors, and 

. io~ization densitY to estimate· the amount of ene.rgy loss. 

There were a few recoil protons that came to rest in the chamber. 

Thei:!.· momentum was known to 3 o/o and L~eir energy loss could be accurately: . 

deterl"nined. At higher mom.enta, curvature tneaauretnents could be made on 

·• the recoil proton. hi most cases, however, the amount o£ inelasticity could 

. not be established. Such events were arbitl~~rily labelled "elastic." This is 

reasonable because of the very high relative (300 mb) cross section for 

elastic scattering in the acceptable Birge -Fowler region. 

If an event fell in a region where the analyzing power had not been 

measured, o1· could not be found by a short extrapolation, we did not usc it. 

We finally used 4 {events. 

A bias .is introduced by the fact that some of the p-carbon scatters at 

small angles are really p-hydrogen scatters with proton recoils too short to 

···be seen in propane. The ma.ximum p-p analyzing power of 45 o/o is only half · 

the maximum p-C analyzing power. • 

To resolve this bias, we plotted the laboratory angular distribution of 

p-C and p-p scatters as shown :i.n Fig. 5. The p-p angular distribution is 

isotropic at our energies. 16 We found that portion (')£our ,distribution ;,vhich 

is, indeed a straight li_tle and extended it to 0 deg, to estimate the numbe:r of · 

missing p-p scatters. 

Not all the p·C scatters in th"': angular region of the extrapoiated "line 
. . 

. . 
could be p-p, since some configurations would have produced visible :recoils. 

. . 

We est~mated that there were 9.8 .hidden p-p events in 54 ela~tic 11nd 

inelastic p-C scatters.· Therefore, each p-C event,· if used for the 

polarization, was assigned a mixed analyzing power, (82% (p-C) + i8% {p~p)]. 
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C. Polarization Analysis 

We selected 94 events: 41 p-carbon and 53 p-hydrogen scatters. They 

are shown plotted in Fig. 6. The ordinate is to be interpreted as the 

"equivalent number of events of unit analyzing power"; it is the sum 

I: (P ~ cos cJ}.) for al~ events falling into the same interval of er.,c.m; This 
i .. i l 1.'\. 

corresponds to counting up the total effective analyzing power in that interval. 

It might also be thought of as the number of events that an equivalent counter 

experiment (of such geometry that cos g}i::: :1 and P 
1

. ::::: 1.00) might have 
l 

recorded.· 

In Fig. 6 we have separated the two classes of second scatters, 

p-carbon and p-hydrogen. It will be noted that the p-carbon events tend to 

Cluster i::t the regio:d eKc.m..< 90 de.g, while the p-hydrogen events tend to lie 

in the other center of mass hen.1.isphere. This means that, in the laboratory 

system, pwhydrogen scatters tend to occur with the faster protons, whereas 

p-carbon scatters tend to be :found with the slower protons. 

Though the p-p cross section is nearly constant throughout thi.s enex·gy 

region ( 70 to 500 MeV), the p-p scatters tend to occur on the faster protons 

becau.se these lie forward in the chamber and have much longer path lengths 

with greater likelihood of interaction. The p-C elastic .scattering cross 

section is greatest at the lower energies. Ti~e maximum angle of scattering 

of elastic events of higher energy shrinks to 10°. Unless the plane of such a 

small scatter is nearly horizontal. it rn.ay not be visible; ·Also, the:::e is 8/3 

as much ·hydrogen as carbon in propane. These circumstances coxnbinc to 

give us fewer p-C events t;..-;.an p-p events although. the p-C cross se.:::tion is 

largel·. 

Equation ( 1) cannot be used for bubble chamber events without including 

. . A? 
a geometric correction factor. • Since the measurement of polarization is 
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based on an azimuthal asymmetry at the second scattering ve1·tex, we must be 

able to detect, for a given scattering angle, all azimuthal directions. In ot.."ler 

words, protons, scattering in a cone of half angle a. about the direction of the 

incident proton,· must all be visible. !.f.t..""J.e second scatter occurs near the top 

o1· bottom of the bubble chamber, for some azimuthal dil-ections the protons 

may· leave projected track lengths too short to be seen in the photographs. · 

. This forrns a bias in polarization measurement. Each event must be corrected 

individually. Twelve percent of our events were affected. Eq. (f) then 

becomes 

( 2 ) 

where cp Jl and <I>? are the limits of visibility on the ith event. 
l· ~· . 1 l 

The analyzing power assigned in the preceding sections must be 

multiplied by the cosine of the angle between the normals to the :fiTst and 

second scattering planes. These normals are defined by the c;:oss products 

P XP 
-K. -p0 ln 1 

IP X p I -K. -P . 
l.n 0

1 

P XP 
"'"Po -Psc 

A -· 2 , nz ~------ i. 

lp. X p I 
-Po . ....;p 2 $C. 

{ 3 ) 

This assumes that'neither the proton's velocitynor spin has been disturbed 

between scatters, The normals n
1 

and n2 are defined in terms of the 

momenta. of the incident i{+, [!k_. ] ; of the ·recoiled p:roton at th.e first 
1n 

scatter · P 
-Poi 

of the incident proton at t;.l,c second scatter P , and of 
-Po 

the scattered· proton at the second scatter :2 
-Psc 

· . A 2 A 

. ~he terms n
1 

and n 2 are 

the orientations along which polarizing and analyzing of the p1·oton spin can 

·: occur. Cosine <l? gives the projection of n
1 

on i\~· 
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Generally !J>o is set equal to Pp , since both quantities refer to the 
1 - 02 

same particle, but we must consider the effects of the magnetic field and. of 

the medium (prop~ne} on the spin odentation of the proton before we can do 

this. 

The magnetic field ~ causes spin precession separately about the 

direction o£ B and about the velocity direction, v. The vector v itself - -
changes orientation at the cyclotron frequency as the proton m~oves in the 

field. 

The medium: slows down the proton and also may cause some depola:d .. 

zation. The. slowing down affects both the spin precession and the rotation of 

the velocity vector. It also affects the analyzing power since this is 

momentum dependent. · 

18 
The spin precession formula used is due to G. W. Ford.-

e ~ ~ . (g · \ J ~· (' g \ ~-/e ~ \ ( ! \l 
w = - i + - .. 1)'" - - <v - 1} - - 1 • 1- I. - ll. 
-0 m'tc 2 I vi 2 J ! \m'tc} \1 vi /l 

. - L - 'J 

We have neglected the second term; the precession component about the 

velocity. We estimate the error caused by neglecting the second term to be 

10 o/o and so comparable to the error due to the variation of magnitude of B 

over t..'l].e chamber. 

Neglecting the effect o£ the proton-energy loss on the spin precession 

ca.uses an underestimation of precession angle by at most 12 o/o. All these 

effects give less than an s·-deg uncertainty in <j>, which is well within 

statistical uncertainties. 

16 Depolarization of protons does occur to some extent, but no complete 

information covering a wide range of energies and angles is .available (triple 

scattering experimen~s axe needed to give t.~is information). We have not 
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included this correction, and have therefore under.estimated the polarization 

by some unknown factor . 

. The analyzing power has been adjusted to th.e calculated momentum 

loss •. 

v\Te 1iow state the results of the application of Eq. 2 to the four intervals 

of eKe. m •. chosen on the basis of. the distribution shown in Fig. 6: 

Po< 40 ~ OKc.m. < 70 deg) = -0.80 ± 0.80 • 

,, p ( 
0 

70 ~ eKc.m. < 100 deg} = -0.74 ::z: 0.45 

p 0 ( 100 ~ eKc.m. < 140 de g) = +0.55 ± 0.93 
and 

P
0

. ( 140 ~ e c.m. 
<160 deg) +0. 70 ± 0.93 K = 

The corresponding curves, with the logarithm of£ (P
0

) plotted vs P 0• 

are shown in Figs. 7a, b; and d. The sign conventions have been chosen to 

conform to the conventions· used in the subsequei"lt phase -shift analysis a!i.d cs.n 

. be summarized as follows: 

Positive analyzing power means that protons v,,ith spin "up!' vd.li :;;catter 

to the .left in the second scatter. .The sign of the polarization is defined to be 
' 

positive when th.e maj()ri~ of the protons recoiling to the left of the incident 
..l,.. 

?\.' meson had their spin vectors· 'up." Thus, positive polarization 

corresponds to a majority of the events having cos 4>i = +1 in Eq. { 1}. 

VI. PHASE -ShiFT ANALYSIS 

The analysis of our angular distribution into phase:..shift solutions 

incorporating the polarization data was performed by a computer program. 

called KAPANAL, written by Dr. J. H. Foote and thorougr...ly described in 

h .. th . 21 . 1s es~s. 

This program was a least-squares grid-search system to find a set of 

·phase shifts that would give a minimum value of x2 for th.e experime~1tal data, 



starting from a set of random nur.."l.bers. One can start the minimization. 

procedure over and over again with new seta of random numbers, thus 

. . . 2. 
eventually covermg most of the x surface. The program has been adapted 

by Dr. Victor Cook, as is described in his thesis;1 and in the work of 

Cook et a1. 5 

In the input data, other than the random numbers that fo:rm tl1e starting 

point of the calculation, the following :tnust be included: the ten differential 

cross -aection points fro:.n the angular distribution (Fig; 4), the four 

measured values of the differential polarization, P 
0
{(J)KC;,m., a total 

cross-section estimate, and a total elastic cross-section normalization. 

estimate. 

The last two items were obtained from other experiments in 11.eighbo:ring 

energy regions 3•4 by interpolation. No exhaustive atten'lpt was made to 

measure cross sections, though a means was adopted to see that om.~ a.ata 

corrobol:ated the conclusions of the oth~n· expedments. This involved a 

tau-decay scan 15 which gave the K+ beam flux and showed that our total 

elastic cross section was within one standard deviation of the .;:nz.:trapol<:~ted 

value used in the program. 

The c1·oss sections used were: 

O'(total} = 14.7 ± 1.3 mb, and cr (total = i1. 8 ± i. 9 

elastic} 

h m:..~ • 

Fx·om the cosine -series fit to the angular distribution, vve s;ee that the 

term of highest degree is cos ()Kc.m •. or. possibly, cos2 eKc.m.. Thus, one 

would expect the p-wave to be the highest angular ... momentum state needed to 

describe the interaction. 
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. ' 5 
Yet, following the r.easoning of Cook et al •• we also allowed for a D

3
;

2 

interaction since this corresponds to a possible N* formation channel: 

K+ + p - K + N* - K + N + -rr • 

- I * {Threshold momentum is 880 MeV c.) If one assumes the N production to 

take place in an orbital (K~. N*) S state, the l + spin•parity assignment of 
. . - c 2 * . ' 

the N requires the K+, p system to have been in a D
3

/ 2 state. 

Recently Kehoe 15 has shown that the inelastic process 

. + . + -_ ~ + p _. K o + P + '1T 

at 910 MeV/c can Le completely described if we assume the ,/ and prcton are 

the decay products of the· J = 3/2, _I = 3/2 N~:o that was produced by the 

exchange of a p meson. 22 The 2.1 ± 0.2 •l:Yl.b cro:Js section reported for this 

process represents a major part ·of the inelas~ic cross section at this ene>:gy. 

We made several attempts to include the absorption in all momentura 

channels and found in-each case, however, that the clustering of solutions {on 

. which we depe_nd to discern the shape of the x2 sudace) is smeared into a 

·broad,· general background. The same phenomenon,. though less severe, 

-occurred upon inclusion of the absorption in or.ly two channels. 

It was decided, therefore. to limit absorption to one channel, though 

giving each channel the same number o£ random trials • 
3 Stubbs - et al. had 

made the. same decision 'and had found the results insensitive as to which 

channel was chosen • 

Four hundred sets of solutions were obtained. There were 300 trials in 

the 118 and P" category ( 100 for each of the ~ree ways of including the 

absorption) and 100 trials of the 11S-P-D
3

;
2

" category. The first 50 t:t·ials 

in each category gave us nearly all t.."'le 'solutions; the last 50 brought these out 
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again plus only two new ones, which were the sign-changed solutions of some 

that had appeared previously. We concluded, therefore, that nearly all 

solutions had been found. 

We obtained a .x2 distribution whose shape fitted a theoretical curve 

very well. We chose a cutoff at P( x2) :: 0.01. 

To test the va.J.idity of this cutoff, we went back to the likelihood 

function given by Eq. (2). In determining the polarization we maximized 

~(~0) as a function of P 0• We now changed this procedure in the following 

way. We first identified all the clusters of similar solutions from the 

pha::;e-shift fitting program, regardless of their x2 probability. Every 

solution predicts a differential polarization function P 
0
{ $Kc.m.). We then. 

' ' ' 

inserted fo1· each of the 94 events (i = 1, 2, ••• 94) its value of [Po. (OK.c.m.}], 
' ' J l 

as predicted by the jth solution {j = 1, 2., ••• 52). Then £became the 

relative probability £or the jth solution: · 

': 

Likelihood rejection ratios can be set up. We considered that a ratio of 

' ' 

250:1 was sufficient to dismiss a particular solu~ion. 

' ' 

This procedure is not independent of the KAPANAL progra·m sine~ the 

same polarization information is used in both; yet, there is a difference . 

KAPANAL uses a "lumped'' polarization P 
0 

over an angular re~ion. The 
. ., ,, . 

likelihood method, on t..l,.e other hand, uses each event individually. The 

sensitivity of these methods is different. We therefore used the one as a 
<; 

check on the other. 
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2 All of the solutions rejected by x considerations were also rejected 

under our 250:1. likelihood rejection ratio. This is au indicationthat our x2 

cutoff did not allow spurious solutions to enter. On the other hand, two or 

three solutions well within our likelihood tolerance were rejected by x2 •. In 
. . . .: . .· 2 ,. . . . ' : 
such cases we let' x decisions prevail. 

There were 37. ~olutions lett after the ·Xz test. Next, error estimates 

were sought to detect overlap of solutions. · 

As ex;la~ned in Foo~e's thedis, 2 ~ an e~ro~ matr~~ involvingthe l'ecl 
. . . 

parts of the phase shifts can be calculated by the :KAPANAL program. This 

is based on an' ~xpansion of the x2 equ~tion .in a Taylor series at a minin:mm 

point where the first derivatives with respect t~ the parameters are zero. 

Another procedure used in KAPANAL is denoted as AUX by Foote. It 

is an auxiliary; method of determining the variances and serves as a check 

on: the error-matrix calculation. Only one phase shift is varied at a timEl. 

_The other phase shifts then adjust to obtain a new n-llnimum of x2 ~ The value 

of this method is that it gives a. geometrical l.nterpretation to the x2 

.minimizatio11 process as mot~on inside a quadratic we11. 21 This also, 
- . 

however~ rnakes the rnethod much more sensitive to t.L"Le qcadra.tic hypoth.esis. 

In addition to these two methods, we employed. a tl'lird as a check aince 
. . 

. both of these depended. on quad~atic .behavior •. \lYe :;ought the clusters of 
' . . 

solutions we had found previously and determined th~ variation an1.ong the 

same phase shifts hi a given cluster •. This relies on the .real meaning of 

deviation as.linked to the repetition of the san1.e experiment a large number 

· .. of times. 

All three methods corroborated each .other's results. We adopted the 

·values of deViations given by. ti1.e error matrix •.. ·. 

.• 
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Having found the rms errors in the phase shifts, we then eliminated 

the large amount of overlap in our 37 solutions. Two solutions were 

considered to be overlapping if they fellwithin 2 standard deviations of each 

other. 

Another phenomenon had to be eliminated. Several strings of liriked 

solutions, each ahout 1: standard deviation away from its neighbors, were 

found. They generally tended to some 11best1
' solution at a low value of x2• 

In such cases, only the nbest" solution, toward which all the otherz tended, 

was chosen. The linked chain was tal,en to describe a deep, but rough well, 

on the walls of which many spurious relative mii::dn'la might appear. 

Our final results consist of ten S- and P~wave solutions and six 

S, P, D
3

;
2 

wave. sol~tions. These are presented in Tables' I. an(.t:U. 

The curve of predicted polarization r-'( 8Kc.rn~) vs ~\t·m· for e.:A.ch o£ 
. these solutions, along with the location o£ th:e four P

0 
measurements, is 

shown in Figs. Sa to e. .: .· ... 

•~·. 

.. ::-::_ 

i': 
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Vtt. DISCUSSION' 

The angular distribution shows,. as n'light be expected, a behav'io;: 
. . 

midway between the near isotropy given by Stubbs et al., 3 at 810 MeV /c. and 

the more pronounced forward peaking given by Cook et al., 4 • 5 at 970 !vfe V /c. 

In this sense, the three experiments, combined wi~h the work of Cook et a1.4 •5 

at 1170 and 1970 MeV/c, form a continuous series with increasing momentum. 

The polarization measurements are mainly hampered by a lack of 

events. That propane is a good analyzing medium was shown by Fowler and 

. Birge 9 and by Whatley, 19 yet in the present experiment we have attempted 

to show in some detail all the relevant steps, including corrections and 

approximations,· that are to be considered when polarization measu1·ements 

are undertaken in a propane bubble. chamber. 

Turning now to the phase-shift sets of Table I, we consider first the 

+ -S-P solutid~s. Set ~-, A·, which is a P i/2 - P 3/ 2 mixture, was also 

3 . 4 5 + 
found by Stubbs et at. and by Cook et al. ' Set· B , B-, B' represented our 

dominant S-wave solutions. Goldhaber et al. 1 found that negative S-wa.ve 

phase shifts described their data from 140 MeV/c at least as far as the. . . . 

640-MeV /c region. The 6 decreased from ;:.10 deg at 140 MeV/c' Hn<::arly 
. . s. . 

with znomentum to -36 degat 642 MeV/c. A 5
5 

of -·47 deg was ~so Col:le of 

th~ results of Stubbs et al. 3 

We found the following sitUation with respect to solutions with large 

negative . o .•. There were numerous solutions of this type, but they -all 8 . . . . . 

·· overlapped with a separation of 1 or, at most, 2 standard deviations. The 
' . 

. • solution labelled A+, ~d included as a. Pi/Z - P 3/Z xnixtur~, was actuclly 

the solution of low. x2 to~ard which all the linked solutio~s with negative os· 

tended. The opposite end ~fthe chain is typified by solution B- with its 
. . 

large errors. On the other hand,· B' represents a solution.that lies iri the· 

· mid -point of the chain. 
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What this could mean is that the solutions with dominant -o . a 

broad deep rough depression in the x2 surface with a minimum at 

lie in a 

6 = 0. s 

The conclusion might be drawn £rom this that the K+ ... p interaction is no 

longer dominated by a ·repulsive S-wave phase shift, though we are prevented, 

probably by our large polarization errors, from seeing more positive 

indication of this. 

+ ... + Sets C , C , C 1 and D , D are various dominant 6 solutions. 
p1/2 

Some of these may be Minami ambiguities of the B set, though ambiguities 

do not remain clearly identifiable in the presence of absorption. It is hard to 

link up these solutions with the low-energy behavior, though similar sets 

3 4 5 were found by Stubbs et al. and Cool<: et al. ~. · 

The D-wave solutions are presented in the second portion of Table I. 

No linking of chains of similar solutions was observed. 

In summary, then, the added polal·ization inforn;J.ation raises a 

possibility that the dominant S-wave behavior of K+- p elastic scattering 

might have been supersede~ by a P i/Z - P 3; 2 mixture. On the ot.~er hand a 

D-wave solution such .a.a F offers a way of linking more easily to results at 

lower energy and to the inelastic channels at this energy~ 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

+ . 
An example of a K -p elastic scatter followed by a p-carbon elastic 

Laboratory scattering angles for K-p and 'IT•p elastic scattering at 

910 MeV/c. 

Fig. 3. Perpendicular distance of events before constraint (in deg) hom 

(a) t11.e eK· as Bp theoretical curve, and (b) the e 1r as ep theoretical 

CUl"Ve. 

Fig. 4. Exp~rimental angular distribution at 910 MeV/c. Fit 11A 11 is 
. . 

') 

1 + 0.18 cos $ while Fit 11B" is 1. + 0.2 0 cos e.+ 0.18 cos'· 0. 
' ' . . 

Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

Angular distribution of the proton for P.-C and p-p $C2.tters. 

Center-of-mass angular_ distribution o£ K+ for elastic scatters used 

in polarization determination •. The ordinate is as described in the te:xt. 

Fig. 7. {a) Logarit..~m ~f the likelihood £unctioncf(P
0

) in the angular 

region 40 ~ f:)Kc.m.< 70 deg. 

{b) Logarithm of the l~kelihood fu.nctioni'(P
0

) in the angular 

region 70 ~ eKc.rn. < 100 deg. 

( c} Logaritl~n'l of the likelihood, functioni ( P 
0

) in the angular. 

. region 100 ~ 6Kc.m. < 140 deg, and 

(d) Logarithm of the li~elihood functionL(P o> in the ai1.gular 

region 140 ~ eKc.m.. < 160 deg •. 

Fig. 8. ·:.(a) "Differ.entia.l:polar.'izationcurves for the phase shift solutions 

listed in Tables I and II. The experimental points are shown on each 

curve. 

(b) Differential polarization curves [see caption for Fig.· 8(a}]. 

(c) Differential polarization curves [see caption for Fig. 8(a}]. 

(d) Differential polarization curves (see caption for Fig •. 8{a}]. 

{e) .Differential polarization curves [see caption for Fig. 8( a}]. 
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Ta,ble • i. · Solution~ invol~ng S arid P waves. 
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;; .. 
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Table II. Solutions involving S, P, and n 3; 2 waves, 

0 {j 0 0 r; 0 3/2 
(J. 1 P(x2> Designation -1nc 

s pi/2 p3/2 0
3/2 ( In;b} 

E 23~ 7 22.4 1. 2 -23. 1 o. 67 5.5 o. 29 
£ 7 •. 7· £ 7 .. 5 ± o. 9 ±.f. 4 

F -23. 9 -24. 0 18.9 - 4.0 0.86 2 .. 6 o. 58 
± 5.9 ± 2. 4 ± 2. 8 ± 1. 3 I 

N 
- + -.!) 

q 26. 1 - 5. 1 2. 2 -27.4 0.77 4. i o. 50 
± 3. 9 ± 3. 1 :1: 1.3 ± 2. 3 

G- -< .. 18. 3 4.6 o·. 5 29.3 0.99 o. 2 o. 01 
:1: 2. 2 ± 2. 1 ± 1. 2 ± o. 9 

H+ 2. 6 -·17. 9 28.8 - 3. 6 o. 84 3. 0 0.29 
::l: 2. 9 ± 2. 6 ±. 1. 2 ± 1. 4 

' 
H 5.0 19. 5 -26.5 6. 0 0.80 3. 6 o. 12 

± 3. 5 ± 2. 2 ± 1. 3 ± 1. 2 

---
C! 
() 

~ 
tot 
l .... 
0 
'-'> 
iJl 
0 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work.- Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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